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   On a Rectangular Elastic Solid Compressed by the Forces

           Applied on Kts Two Opposite Boundaries

                              By

               Chuji FUJII and Hiroshi HANZAWA

                       (Received July 1, 1957)

                           Abstract

   This paper presents one of the methods of solving a problem of
rectangular block by treating as a case as one of plane stress. The
elastic block in this case, however, is understood to be deformed by

an external eompressive force applied on its two opposite boundaries

by rigid bodies.

     ' 1. Conditions and assumptions as to the elastic block

    Fig. 1 is a schematic presentation of the problem discussed in the

present paper. The x- and the y-axes are taken para}lel to the sides

of the block and the z-axis is taken so that it .is normal to the xy-

plane passing point O. h is the thiekness

and 2a, 2b are the lengths of the sides of

block. This block is compressed by two
rigid bodies A and B, and subjected to a

compressive £oree P.
   The following conditions are assumed:
   (a) External force l' is applied by two

rigid bodies A and B, which have uniform-
ly finished surfaces as AA and BB, respec-
tively.

   (b) The contact surfaces AA and BB
between the elastic block and the rigid X
bodies are uniformly finished. In other
                                                Fig. I.
words, the sur£aces of the elastie block AA
and BB are finished in the same degree, but the finishing grades of

the two bodies are not necessarily the same.

    (c) The deformation is symmetrical to the x- and the y-axis, and
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the contact surfaces AA and BB remain parallel to the xz-plane even
after the deformation.
    (d) The deformation in x-direction is restricted by a condition at

the contact sux£aces AA and BB. Therefore, the eases of no de£orma-
tion and no limitation in the deformation being completely free, and

the deformation between these two extremes can occur at the contact
surfaees.

    The solution of these kinds of problems involve various cases to
be considered depending upon the conditions of the external force
applied and the contact surfaces. Since the solutions of these prob-

lems beeome quite diMcult sometimes, it was proposed to solve a case
which can be praetically expected under the eonditions described above.

    When the eontact surfaces AA and BB of the rectangular block
are perfectly flat and there are oil fiIms upon them, so that their dis-

placements in x-direction are not restrieted, the problem can be deemed

as one of the cases that would satisfy the above assumptions,

    In this ease, however, the extexnal forces P are distributed over

AA and BB surfaces, and the solution can easi]y be obtained. The
details of this solution will be shown later.

    Strictly speaking, the case o£ having no displaeement on the sur-
faees of AA and BB would be impossible. However, the case when
the two surfaces of the elastic body are riveted to the rigid bodies

or cemented by a strong adhesive can be understood to satisfy this
condition,

               Z. The conditions at the boundaries.

    There are two cases in treating this problem as a two-dimensional

case--eases of plane stress and plane strain, These two cases depend

upon coeMeients that include the Poisson's ratio v. In this ease, how-

ever, either one of these two can be applied in obtaining its funda-

mental solution.

    A case of plane stress is handled in this paper; the stress function

    The conditions at the boundaribs give

         a.==T.gy=O atx=±a,
hence

          a!f7i
            e=O
          ay`
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and

tion

      a9F
           =o
      axDy

The firse condition means that Ii'=O at x=±a, ancl the second condi-
 results in aP ==const.

           ax
From the conditions shown in Fig. 1, one can easily obtain

         S;ta,ax-S: X'.ii.", elx

               ==i(OeFx ).-(aaPx )o

                   g

Therefore the above two conditions ean be rewritten as follows:

         (F)x-ct =O (1)
         (aaFi)....h(eeixT').=,= hi ii (2)

In the present case the deformation is assumed to be symmetrical to
the x- and the z-axis, so that the second term of.the left-hand side of

Eq. (2) beeomes zero. Consequently the condition obtained in Eq. (2)

gives

         (a,F. ).=.=-g (2a)
    Now, the conditions at the contact sur£aces y:=±b will be con-
sidered. Since the displacements of the surfaces are parallel to xz-plane

and they are not depen.dent upon x even after deformations, the dis-

placement in y-direction v gives the following relations:

sv   == o
ex

or

          o          O-9, .=o
          ax'

   The relations
a plane-stress are

at y=±b

between a displacement and a stress in the

:

(3)

case of
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         ZUx = 2i (a.-va.) == El (aaE2yl.". m,.oi"xF,,)

         gz-k(o,-va.)---b(/"".4-v/g,4) ,(,)

         &-+ 3: = 2(iE" t/ T.. == - 2(iE" V) ,Oigy

    when 02V. = o is computed after differentiating the first and the

          om"
third relations with xespect to y and x, respectively, one obtains

         (- g;v, ),=.,., ]li [Zg,i,7' +(2+,)s/gt.{l,],=,,

                       'Hence, Eq. (3) gives

         [",3yP,+(2+v)ba.3-td--y-],=.,=o aty=±b (5)

    One more condition remains which must cause a certain displace-

ment parallel to the x-axis as was assumed. For the purpose of con-
sidering a practically possible and the simplest case, the following re-

Iation is assumed to be valid:

where go is the constant. Namely, the displaeement in x-direction u
is assumed to be proportional to x. If go is nul], the displacement in

                                                     vP                                                          , thex-direction is perfectly zero. When po takes the value of
                                                    E 2a
block can deform perfectly freely as will be described later. Sinse "o

can take a value between these two values, Ao ean generally be defined

as

                  vP '                    . (7)         O.<= uo $
                 E                     2a
                                         '
    I£ the relation given in Eq, (6) is valid, one has

         (OoUx),=.,=go at y=±b (6a)
The first relation in Eq. (4) also gives

         (ae""y"P,"-v-ll;thFEr,),=.,:="oE aty==±b (8)
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    Thus, the stress fuction Ii' which satisfies the above four conditions

(1), (2a), (5) and (8) must be found.

                    .3. Thestressfunction.

    In order to solve the problem, the stress function F is assumed
to be composed of two functions I7la and Fi. Thus,

         F.= l71,+P, (9)
At first, 17T, is assumed to tal<e the following £orm:

         E,= P4a (1--.1..l) (lo)

[I]his foTm of the function IJ} obviously satisfies the following Laplace's

differential equation:

         dri ffh=O, (11)
where

                    -1              tp                   a'              O-         A ==               -+' o
                   oy"             ax"

From Eq. (10), one can compute the values of ao., oo., To.,, Eo., and eo.

as fol]ows:

                 a!Fla P           aey= oxv =-2ft"" )

           oo. = 024o =o

                 OZI'                                  l

         -r,.,=-g;k-=o }, . a2)
                 aue vP
           eox= -=                  ox E2a
                 ovo ipl
           Eoy == ay =-E]2a )

where the terms with suMx O mean the stresses or strains related to
the stress function i7To. Namely, the state repressented by the stress

function 4 given in Eq. (10) means that the external force is uniform-
Iy distributed with the intensity of 2Pa over its working surface as

will be seen in Eq. (12), Therefore, the contractions in y-direction and
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the elongations in x-direction are similar to those to be introduced by

simple tension and compression.

    For the purpose of obtaining uo and vo from Eq. (12), the use of

the eonditions o£ uo=O at x=O and vo==O at y=O gives

              vP
         Uo= x              E                 2a
                                                        (l3)
                IP
         vo=--n 2a Y

                                          vPTherefore, Che value of ", in Eq. (6) becomes 2aliJ} Then, the meand

ing of the value in the right-hand side of Eq. (7) becomes clear.

    It can be easily obtained that Eq. (10) gives the following relations

at the boundaries.

         (Jii'h)x-a =O l
         (ooit7'o )....==: - S

         [agf,o +(2+v) ,a."ge-i ],=,=O

         [ Dg,p.'i., H, ai:fin ]...,- "2P.

where

                  vP         O :$ Ao -<-
                 2a,E

As will be seen in these equations,
ditions in Eqs. (1), (2a) and (5), but

satisfied only in a speeial case; i. e,,

yo=1. However, since a problem of

l
}

l
J

(14)

                                 the function F, satisfies the con-

                                the fourth condition in Eq, (14) is

                                 Fl gives a perfect solution when
                                 arbitrary pto is under the present
discussion, a solution must be obtained by introducing the second stress

funetion L, too.

    Now the stress funetion liTi defined by Eq, (9) must satisfy the
following relations when Eq. (14) is taken into accoun,t:

         (L)x-a "=e > .
         ( Oelxi'1 ).=.= O

         [LillPiii-l), +(2+p)oOx3geab].=,=::o i' (i5)
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         [Oglll,l,i-vagill,i],=,-(,i,-1)"2P. )

where

         il:.gLt･}uz ]" (i6j

   The stress function L is selected so tbat the following equation

would be satisfied:

         Fi==CoXkETdslh,.b'h(ay)'cosax )

                "e
                 + Co: cosi 3a k(Bx)'cos By,

                                        I                    71b
where         a=liliz", B..z;zf }' (i7)

         m = 1, 3, 5, ･･････
                                        l
                      2Pa         C, == const･= -E.-,                       n)
Of course, Eq, (17) must satisfy the Laplaee's differential equation o£

Eq. (11), The forms of h<a･y) and k(Bx) can be assumed as £ollows when
the condition of symmetry is taken into eonsideration:

         h(ay) =:= A. cosh ay + B,.--g-sinh ay

                                                        (18)
         k(Px) = C. cosh Bx + D., X sinh Bx

                              a

in which A., B,., C., and D. are unknown coeMcients,

    Substituting Eq. (17) into the first and the £ourth relations in Eq.
(15), one obtains

         C. =:-D.･tanh Ba, (19)
and

         Co III]'atE(Am(1 + p) + B.[ .2b + (1 + v) tanh ab])･eos ax

            77b
                     pP             = (pt,-1)･
                     2a
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or

         :7nL(A.(1+p)+B,.[a2b+(1+v)tanhab]l･eosax

         eib

            lr:= v(pt,-1) (20)
Expanding the right-hand side of this equation into a form of Fourier's

series, one has

                             ･ mrr                            sm         v(Fi,-i)== 4"("i-1): ,n2 cosmx .(21)

                          7ie
Substitution of Eq. (21) into Eq. (20) gives

                                               . ?7?,rr                                              sm         A?,, == -B.,[a+2,).b +tanhab]- 4;:l-+f)') ･ .,2

            = hB"z[.(i+4.)Rm+ tan.h 7n2rr2]-4.v((ii-+fs),Si".lil2X- (22)

where

             a
(Ntse)it6nSeUggttiatiUntsing Eq' (17) intO the second and third relations in Eq.

                ･ 77ZT        : ¥, Bw,:loSsihn7Iilil'i([. (i +4.) ftm + tadnh.:ZZIIrri&]eosh ay - g sinhayl

           +XD.,(tanh 727ZRrr + 2ilf (1--tanh2 Zilf )]cos By

             71b
           +2."((liiSi2;,?,m,coslhm,.R'coshay=O' (24)

                              2
and

         R"Zm3(B.[ 67ii.2R" tanh 'nSR -(1 + p) (1-tanh2 77Zs2 )]

           71b
             + .4,(lj=.u.mm,.)..sin M2n 'mt,anh M2rr2 lcos ax
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   Since
following

cosh ay,

    + ¥, D.illiSsihn 77,n,2.Z-([(i + v) tanh 23{ - R(87n+.4v) ]cosh px

               2R

                      -(1+v):sinhPx]=L'O (25)

 the treatment of Eqs, (24) and (25) is rather difficult, the

 computations may be also useful. Fourier's expanssions of

il sinhay, coshBx, and : sinhBx give

                nsin nrr cosh mn2
 coshM2rraY=.4Z 2 2eos-2@2n-b-Y

               n

-Y-sinhyzz.k.ifLy-

b       2a
4

rr

z[

Rg7n2 + n2

  . nrr      sinh7b S1n
    2

?nnR

2

      A2m2 + n2
71

       . n7r           cosh   mns ln4R         2
mnA
 2

cosh mrrx 4
 2b rr

:
n

n

nsin nrr

2

  (22mL'+nL')'-'

Cosh Mrr
    22    nnxcos

   2a

]cos..n-n7y
   2b

x
a

sinh Mnx
    2b

4

rr

Z

2- 2mL' + n2

   ･ nTfnsM 2 sinh mrr
2R

 L Z7:'7n2+n2
7t

   mnsinnn" cosh ptm.1-

2R

where
cation

n
of

takes

these

8

n

the values
relations to

:ZBvb[

?lb 7t

      rrA (R-2m2+nL')L'

   of 1, 3, 5, ･･･-･･ for each

   Eq. (24) results

     ･ mrr . nrr   nsm          sm1        22

]cos
    nnx
    2a

value of

(26)

)

m. Appli-

R(1+v)

+

  R2m2 + n2

2mDnsin Mrr sin
       2

nn
2

(R2m2+n2)2

]cos
nrry

2b
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            + ZD.[tanh lilf + 72n2rr (1-tanh2 lillf )]cos M2nbY

               e]b
                               ･ nrr                             nsm-- ' ='-8."L'((11,--fLF.t`));,, X, 7n2(R2m23.2)COS "2'tbZl

One ean easily rewrite this equation as

      '                ' ･･mn.nn                        msm sm         ulium'X:B"[JIalmni+-L)' ,.22+R2.22

            Otb              7t
                          + Rmn? zil: ilt,.rr,.l)i,,n -"2"rm] ,,s m2nbY

            + :D.[tanh "2Z2rr +-M2-Rn-(1-tanh2 72nRrr )]cos M2nbY

               7ib
                               ･ ?nrr                            "zsm--            =:: -8."L･((ll-;fS):: nL' (7n2+22:'n2) COS M2nbY

                       7tb n
or

         : Bn[,n, +"ZR,o,, + R2('£i,++P2)..lilg.)"..2] sin 7n2rr sip..zg.L

         ?b
            + D,,, nA(ls+") [tanh 21if + Zilf (1-tanh2 Zilf )]

                              ･ 7nrr                           msln            ==-2V(1iv-it'):n2(mL)]lzSiiumL,) ' (27)

                         N
Rewriting the condition given by Eq, (25) in the manner shown above,

one has

         R": nz3(B., [6mrm.:"tanh M2n2 -(1 + v) (1-tanh2 77ZSR )]

          71b
                  + 4.(i.L-p,) sin M2rc t.a,,nh 7'Z2rrR lcos m2rrax

       ,. 4 (i.+ p) Z :D,,,[-(.8 (', `."),)R ,.,,M.I'". .,

                7Jt                 n
                   + .4R (R-,mM-;n+n,),]sin "2Zrr sin n2T cos n2TaX =o
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or

                       tanh MnR "
         R3:7nEi(B.[6;;R2V m2 -(1+v)(1-tanh?MErR)1

           71b

                    + 4,(i.mg,) Sin M2rr ie,nh M2rrRlcos n2znax

       + 4(1.+ ") XX Dvi[- (.8 +(14+"),)A ,.27+'Z Rn:2.2

                7tb                  eL
                      + ,IR (m2M+2n:,.n,)]sin!n-2rr sin-2il'Lcos 772Z"aX .. o

or

                  tanh -MumrrR
         Bm[61;R2" 7n2an(1+p)(1"tanh27'ZSR)]

      + -4 (IRI") :Dn[M (.8 (+14+").l mL'(mL'tfR-!n2)

               ?I

R m,(m,n+" R-,n,),]sin M2" sin n2rr

                         sin 7n"'- tanh-ZZZgeunR

             -N4p(1--gi) 2 2             hn m3 (28)
   Aeeordingly, one can easils obtain the values of B. and D., by
solving Eqs, (24) and (25) or Eqs. (27) ancl (28) simultaneously. The

values of A. and C. ean also be obtained by substituting the values of

B,,, and D,. in Eqs. (19) and (22), and the solution of this problem is

obtainable.

   Though yi can take any value between O and 1, the value of gi
must be determined by the conditions at the boundaries of AA and
BB. If the value of pti is once determined, the stresses on any arbi-

trary section can be readily computed by means of the following re-
lations:
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         a = a2F
          Xe              ay
              a2p

         Oy:==ex2 . (29)
                                 '                 o2F '         Txy- H
                ax ey

    Another deviee of solution must be made when the conditions ae
the surface of AA and BB are difficult and the state of centact sur-

face is asymmetrical to the y-axis, but the solution is not necessarily

diMcult.

   The discussions of these cases will be presented on another
occasion,


